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1. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES
The geometry of the unit ball of a real linear normed space X of
dimension G 2 may be described, for instance, using the properties of
w xsome moduli attached to X. For example, the moduli of con¨exity 5 , of
w x w xsmoothness 9 , and of flattening 5 are often used in the literature. In the
 .sequel we shall denote by B x, r the closed ball of X with center x and
 .  .radius r and by B s B 0, 1 the closed unit ball of X. Let S x, r
 .respectively S s S 0, 1 be the corresponding spheres of X.
Let d be the modulus of convexity of the normed space X defined byX
x q y
5 5 w xd e s inf 1 y : x , y g B , x y y G e , e g 0, 2 . .X  52
w xIn his systematic study of d , Day 5 has obtained, among others,X
geometric properties for two-dimensional normed spaces. Let us note the
following immediate consequence of Lemma 2.4: If X is a two-dimen-
sional normed space and if the vectors x, y g S are rotated around S
  ..  .while their difference is of constant norm e e g 0, 2 , then x q y r2
traverses a simple closed curve. From this fact and by an elegant use of the
w xline integral, Nordlander 10 shows that an inner product space H is the
 .  .most convex of all normed spaces. More precisely, d e F d e for allX H
w x w xe g 0, 2 . This last result is known as the Day]Nordlander theorem 6 . In
the meantime analogous results were also proved for the modulus of
smoothness, of flattening, etc. More information in this direction may be
w xfound in 15 .
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w xIn the same paper 10 , Nordlander conjectured that if for a fixed
2 .  .  . ’e g 0, 2 we have d e s d e s 1 y 1 y e r4 , then X is an innerX H
w xproduct space. Alonso and Benitez 2 proved that the aforementioned
 .conjecture is true for almost every e g 0, 2 . More exactly, if D is the set:
kp
D s 2 cos : k s 1, 2, . . . , n y 1; n s 2, 3, . . . , 52n
 .  .  .then for a fixed e g 0, 2 _ D the equality d e s d e characterizesX H
the inner product spaces. Moreover, if e g D is fixed, then there exists a
 .  .real two-dimensional non]inner product space X such that d e s d e .X H
It is not known if Nordlander's conjecture is true for Banach spaces of
dimension G 3. Analogous characterizations of inner product spaces are
w xgiven in terms of other usual moduli 15 . In all cases, if g denotes such aX
 .  .modulus and t is fixed, then from g t s g t it follows that X is anX H
inner product space except for a countable set of points t in the domain of
g .X
In the sequel we shall need some additional notation. Choosing x, y g X,
x / y, we shall consider the straight line passing through x and y, denoted
by xy, as well as the open or the closed line segment with vertices x and y,
 . w xdenoted by x; y respectively x; y . For x, y, z g X, x / y, the parallel to
  . 4xy from z is the set z q l x y y : l g R . The symbol H will be used for
 5 5. 5 5 5 5Birkhoff 's orthogonality in X, ? ; namely, x H y if x F x q m y for
A w xall m g R. Denote by H the area orthogonality 1, 3, p. 65 defined for
X s R2 with a given norm by x H A y if the radius vectors "x, " y divide
the unit ball of X into four parts of equal area.
Recently, in order to solve existence problems for the Lipschitz continu-
w xous selections of set valued mappings, Przeslawski and Yost 11 have
 .introduced a new modulus. They considered a pair x, y of points in X
5 5 5 5  .  .with y - 1 - x . Then there is a unique z s z x, y in x; y with
5 5 w xz s 1. As in 11 , we put
5 5x y z x , y .
v x , y s .
5 5x y 1
w .and define the function j : 0, 1 ª R byX
5 5 5 5 wj b s sup v x , y : y F b - 1 - x , b g 0, 1 . 1 4 .  . .  .X
w xIn 13 it was proved that the function j may be given by the followingX
 .alternative formula linearized in a certain sense :
5 5 5 5j b s sup u y ¨ : u g S, ¨ g X , u H ¨ , min 1 y l u q l¨ s b , .  . 5X
lG0
2 .
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w .  .b g 0, 1 , i.e., j b represents the maximal length of the line segmentsX
w x  .u; ¨ , u¨ being a support line of the ball B 0, b while u g S and u H ¨ .
 .Motivated by this geometric interpretation of formula 2 , the function jX
w xis called in 13 the tangential modulus of X. From the behaviour of the
tangential modulus in the neighbourhood of 1 respectively 0, it is possible
to characterize uniformly convex, respectively, uniformly smooth, normed
 .  .spaces of dimension G 2. So the relation lim 1 y b j b s 0 char-b ª 1 X
w xacterizes the uniform convexity of X , 11 , while the relation
  . .lim j b y 1 rb s 0 characterizes the uniform smoothness of X,b ª 0 X
w x  .14 . On the other hand, if H is an inner product space, then j b sH
 2 .y1r2 w . w x1 y b , b g 0, 1 , 11 . The tangential modulus of H is also ob-
w x  .tained in 13 using formula 2 . In the particular case of inner product
 .spaces, the ``sup'' in formula 2 can be omitted.
2. MAIN RESULTS
w xPrzeslawski and Yost 11 conjectured that, for every normed linear
 .  . w .space X, j b G j b , ; b g 0, 1 , i.e., that the tangential modulusX H
satisfies a Day]Nordlander-type theorem. In this paper we give a positive
answer to this question. Moreover, we prove that for the tangential
modulus the Nordlander conjecture has an affirmative answer, i.e., if X is
 .a normed space of dimension G 2 and if for a fixed b g 0, 1 we have
 .  .  2 .y1r2j b s j b s 1 y b , then X is an inner product space.X H
w xNote that by different arguments we have obtained in 14 a weaker
’ .  . w .estimate: j b G j br 2 , ; b g 0, 1 .X H
w xIn the sequel we shall use the following simple result in 13 :
5 5 5 5LEMMA 1. If x H y and 0 - a - b, then x q ay F x q by .
One remarks that if y / 0 and X is strictly convex, then the norm
inequality is strict.
THEOREM 2. Let X be a real normed linear space of dimension G 2. Then
 .  . w .j b G j b for all b g 0, 1 .X H
Proof. As usual, it is sufficient to consider only the case of two-dimen-
2 5 5sional spaces. Then X can be considered R with a given norm ? and
with an orientation v. We denote the orientation v of the ordered pair
 .  5 5 5 5.x, y of vectors with x q y / 0 and x s y by x $ y $ yx. The unit
sphere S will be a closed rectifiable simple Jordan curve enclosing the
area A. Also, all points of S, except for at most a countable number, are
points of smoothness and S contains at most a countable set of nondegen-
erate segments.
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 .   .  ..Pick up u a point of smoothness of S. Let u u 9 s u u 9 , u u 9 ,0 1 2
0 F u 9 - 2p , be the representation of S in a rectangular system of axes
 .   .  ..  .  .  .x0 y such that u s u 0 s u 0 , u 0 and u 0 $ u u 9 $ yu 0 for0 1 2
 . w .  .u 9 g 0, p . Here u 9 is the angle in 0, 2p associated with u s u u 9 g S
starting from 0 x. Also, u , i s 1, 2, are continuous functions defined oni
w .0, 2p having bounded variation.
 .  .Let b be fixed in 0, 1 . Then for every u u 9 g S we consider the
 2 . 2  .nonvoid set of support lines of B 0, b at the point b u u 9 . Such a
 .support line intersects the sphere S 0, b at a unique point w such that
 .  .b u u 9 $ w $ yb u u 9 . The parallel to this support line from the origin
intersects the straight line uw in ¨ . Now, from this construction, we have
 .  . 5  .  .5that u u 9 g S, u u 9 H ¨ , and respectively min l¨ q 1 y l u u 9 FlG 0
5 5w s b.
 .If u u 9 is a point of smoothness of S, then w is uniquely determined;
 .  .otherwise, for fixed u u 9 , w should describe an arc in S 0, b . On the
 .other hand, for all u u 9 in a nondegenerate open segment of S, there
 .  .corresponds a single w g S 0, b . Let K be the set of all pairs u, w g
 .S = S 0, b constructed as before. From the similar triangles with vertices
u, w, b 2 u respectively u, ¨ , 0, we have
u y w
u y ¨ s .21 y b
FIGURE 1
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 .  2 .  . 4   . 4Denote by S s u y w r 1 y b : u, w g K s u y ¨ : u, w g K .1
 .  .Now let w be the single point in S 0, b such that u , w g K and let0 0 0
 .   .  .. w .w l9 s w l9 , w l9 , l9 g 0, 2p , be the similar representation of1 2
 .  .  .  .  .  .S 0, b such that w 0 s w and w 0 $ w l9 $ yw 0 for l9 g 0, p .0
X X   .The convexity of B implies that if u - u and if u u 9 ,1 2 1
 ..   X .  X .. X Xw l9 , u u , w l g K, then l F l . Since X is not always a strictly1 2 2 1 2
convex and smooth two-dimensional space, we cannot give a parametric
 .representation of S depending only on u 9 respectively on l9 . In the1
w xfollowing we consider a method of parametrization used by Joly 8, p. 304
for the curve obtained as sums of orthogonal vectors in S. With the same
w x w .arguments as in 8 , it follows that for every s g 0, 4p there is a unique
 .  . w .decomposition s s l q u s l s q u s with l, u g 0, 2p and such
  .  ..  .that u u , w l g K. Moreover, the functions l: s ª l s and u : s ª
 . w . w .u s defined on 0, 4p with values in 0, 2p are continuous nondecreas-
 . w .  .   .  ..ing and surjective. If p s g S , s g 0, 4p , then p s s p s , p s1 1 2
with
u u s y w l s .  . .  .i i
p s s , i s 1, 2. .i 21 y b
w xAs in 8 , S will be a closed rectifiable simple Jordan curve enclosing an1
area A .1
The area A can be computed with the line integral using the well-known1
consequence of the Green formula: A s H p dp . Then1 S 1 21
1
A s u (u y w ( l d u (u y w ( l . .  .H1 1 1 2 222 S1 y b 1 .
From the properties of the Stieltjes integral, we have
4p
u (u d u (u s u u s du u s .  .  .  . .  .H H1 2 1 2
S 01
2p
s u u 9 du u 9 s u du s A. .  .H H1 2 1 2
0 S
Similarly,
w ( l d w ( l s w dw s b 2A. .  .H H1 2 1 2
 .S S 0, b1
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 .If u, w g K and m g R is fixed, then the vectors
u y w m y b 2 u q mw .
u q m¨ s u q m u y s2 2 /1 y b 1 y b
also describe a closed rectifiable simple Jordan curve. From the condition
5 5 5 5of orthogonality u F u q m¨ , for all m g R one obtains
u (u d u (u F u (u q m¨ d u (u q m¨ , ; m g R, .  .  .  .H H1 2 1 1 2 2
S S1 1
where
u (u y w ( l w ( l y b 2 u (u .i i i i¨ s u (u y s , i s 1, 2.i i 2 21 y b 1 y b
It follows that
m2 ¨ d¨ q m u (u d¨ q ¨ d u (u G 0, ; m g R, .  .H H H1 2 1 2 1 2 /S S S1 1 1
 .  .and this implies H u (u d¨ q H ¨ d u (u s 0. ThenS 1 2 S 1 21 1
u (u d w ( l q w ( l d u (u .  .  .  .H H1 2 1 2
S S1 1




2 2A s A q b A y 2b A s . .1 2 22 1 y b1 y b .
Using the previous notation we obtain
u y w 1
5 5sup s sup u y ¨ G .2 21 y b ’1 y b .  .u , w gK u , w gK
 .  2 .  2 .Let u, w g K be fixed and let ¨ s w y b u r 1 y b be the associ-
ated vector constructed as before. We consider now the unique support
 .  .line to S 0, b at some point w9 g S 0, b passing through u and such that
b u $ w9 $ yb u. This support line intersects 0¨ in ¨ 9. It is clear that
5 5 5 5¨ 9 s q¨ with q G 1. From Lemma 1 it follows that u y ¨ 9 G u y ¨ .
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We have
5 5 5 5j b s sup u y ¨ 9 : u g S, u H ¨ 9, min 1 y l u q l¨ 9 s b .  . 5X
lG0
w y b 2 u
5 5G sup u y ¨ : u , w g K , ¨ s . 2 51 y b
1
G s j b . .H2’1 y b
THEOREM 3. Let X be a real normed space of dimension G 2 and let
 .  .  2 .y1r2  .b g 0, 1 be fixed. If j b s 1 y b s j b , then X is an innerX H
product space.
 .  2 .y1r2  .Proof. Suppose j b s 1 y b for some b g 0, 1 . Let X beX 1
 .  2 .y1r2a two-dimensional subspace of X. Then j b s 1 y b . In theX1
following we will use the same construction and notation as in the proof of
 2 .Theorem 2. Since A s Ar 1 y b , using the continuity of u , l and1
u , w , i s 1, 2, it follows that in X the vectorsi i 1
u u s y w l s u u s y w l s .  .  .  . .  .  .  .1 1 2 2
p s , p s s , , .  . .1 2 2 2 /1 y b 1 y b
ws g 0, 4p ,.
  2 .y1r2 .are all on the sphere S 0, 1 y b . It follows that, for every pair
2 . 5 5 ’u, w g K ; u, w g X , we have u y w s 1 y b . Now observe that in1
 .a two-dimensional space X if the intersection of two spheres S u , r and1 1 1
 .S u , r , u / u , r , r ) 0, contains at least three distinct points, then2 2 1 2 1 2
5 5 5 5 < <u y u s r q r or u y u s r y r , i.e., the spheres are tangent.1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
If X is not strictly convex and u g S is in the nondegenerate segment1
 .  .u ; u g S, then the corresponding w g S 0, b is unique. We have that1 2
2 .  .’S l S w, 1 y b contains the segment u ; u ; S. It follows that1 2
25 5  4’b s w y 0 s 1 y 1 y b , i.e., b g 0, 1 , a contradiction. Then X is1
strictly convex. Similarly, if X is not smooth and if u g S is a nonsmooth-1
 .ness point, then w g S 0, b traverses an arc of positive length. Then
2 .  . 5 5’S u, 1 y b lS 0, b contains more than two points and 1s u y 0 s
2  4’b q 1 y b , i.e,. b g 0, 1 , a contradiction. Then X is also a1
 .smooth normed space. For a fixed u, w g K and the corresponding ¨ ,
construct ¨ 9 as in the proof of Theorem 2. From the remark following
 . 5 5Lemma 1, it follows that ¨ s ¨ 9; uw is a support line of S 0, b , u y w s
2  4  .’1 y b , and w s S 0, b l uw. Making the same construction as in
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Theorem 2 but with changed orientation, one obtains that the tangent line
 . 5 5 5 5at a given w g S 0, b intersects S in u and u9 with u y w s u9 y w s
2’1 y b . This property may be described equivalently by: If x, y g S,
25 5  .’x H y implies b x " 1 y b y s 1. Here b x s w, y s u y w r
2 2’ ’1 y b . If we denote by t s 1 y b rb , then the previous property
becomes
2’5 5x , y g S, x H y « x " ty s 1 q t ,
2’t s 1 y b rb ) 0 being fixed. By the aforementioned Lemma 2.4 of
w x  .Day 5 , if b g S and e g 0, 2 , then there exists precisely one pair of
 . 5 5 5 5points b , b g S such that b s b q b r b q b , while b y b s e .1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
25 5’Applying this lemma, since b x " 1 y b y s 1, x, y g S, it follows
2 2’ ’that x H y. Here b s x, b s b x " 1 y b y, and e s 2 1 y b . Then1, 2
2’5 5x, y g S, x H y, if and only if x " ty s 1 q t , where t s
2’1 y b rb. Returning to the first construction, by similarity we have
2 2 2 25 5  .’w y b u s b 1 y b . On the other hand, b u H w y b u implies
2 2 .  . ’w H w y u . Putting x s u, y s yb u rb 1 y b , we have x, y g S,
2 2 2 2 .’ ’x H y, w s b x q b 1 y b y, w y u s b y 1 x q b 1 y b y. Then
x, y g S, x H y, implies x q ty H tx y y. Also, from the triangle with the
vertices u, b 2 u, w, one obtains
2 2 2 2’5 5’ ’1 y b x " b 1 y b y s 1 y b , i.e., tx " y s 1 q t . .
Now
2’5 5x , y g S, x H y m x , y g S, tx " y s 1 q t
m x , y g S, y H x .
It follows that the Birkhoff orthogonality of X is symmetric. As is well
w xknown, if dim X G 3, then X is an inner product space 7, 3 . We shall
 5 5.  2 5 5.show that if X is two dimensional, then X, ? s R , ? is also an
inner product space. We can summarize the properties of the symmetric
Birkhoff orthogonality of the two-dimensional space S in
2’5 5 5 5; x , y g S, x H y « x " ty s tx " y s 1 q t ,
3 .
x q ty H tx y y , tx q y H x y ty.
’ .In the case t s 1 b s 2 r2 , it is known that X must be an inner
 w x.product space see 4; 5, p. 79; 8; 12 .
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w xFor t / 1 we use an idea of del Rio and Benitez 12, Lemma 3 . We
 .  .show that from 3 it follows that, for x H y, x $ y $ yx, the area A x, y
of the part of the unit disc contained in the first xy quadrant is constant.
 5 5 4More precisely, the area of the set a x q b y: a , b G 0, a x q b y F 1 is
 4constant if x H y, x, y g X _ 0 . In fact, this result is a generalization of
w xLemma 3 in 12 .
 .Let x, y be an arbitrary pair of orthogonal unit vectors. Using the Joly
 .parametrization for sums of orthogonal vectors, we have as in Theorem 2
x q ty s x u s q ty l s s q s s q s , q s .  .  .  .  . .  .  .1 2
 .  . w .with the unique decomposition s s u q l s u s q l s for s g 0, 4p
 .  . w .and u s , l s g 0, 2p . Now let x9, y9, x0, y0 g S be a system of vec-
tors such that x9 H y9, x0 H y0, x9 $ y9 $ yx9, x0 $ y0 $ yx0, x9 $ x0
  ..    ..   ...   ..$ yx9. Here x9 s x u s 9 s x u s 9 , x u s 9 , y9 s y l s 9 , x01 2
  ..   .. w .s x u s 0 , y0 s y l s 0 with s 9 - s 0, s 9, s 0 g 0, 4p . Then
1 q t 2 A x9 q ty9, x0 q ty0 .  .
s 0
s q s dq s .  .H 1 2
s 9
s 0
s x u s q ty l s d x u s q ty l s .  .  .  . .  .  .  .H 1 1 2 2
s 9
s 0 s 02s x u s dx u s q t y l s dy l s .  .  .  . .  .  .  .H H1 2 1 2
s 9 s 9
s 0 s 0
q t y l s dx u s q x u s dy l s . .  .  .  . .  .  .  .H H1 2 1 2 /
s 9 s 9
Using the orthogonality condition, the sum of the last two integrals is null.
Then
1 q t 2 A x9 q ty9, x0 q ty0 s A x9, x0 q t 2A y9, y0 . .  .  .  .
From the fact that x9 H yy9, x0 H yy0, yy9 $ x9 $ y9, yy0 $ x0 $ y0,
it follows that
1 q t 2 A x9 y ty9, x0 y ty0 s A x9, x0 q t 2A y9, y0 . .  .  .  .
Similarly,
1 q t 2 A tx9 q y9, tx0 q y0 s t 2A x9, x0 q A y9, y0 . .  .  .  .
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2’5 5 5 5 Since x9 q ty9 H tx9 y y9 and x9 " ty9 s tx9 " y9 s 1 q t and
 ..analogously for the pair x0, y0 , we obtain
x9 q ty9 tx9 y y9 x0 q ty0 tx0 y y0
2E s 1 q t A q t , q t .
2 2 2 2 /’ ’ ’ ’1 q t 1 q t 1 q t 1 q t
2 2 2 2’ ’s 1 q t A 1 q t x9, 1 q t x0 s 1 q t A x9, x0 . .  .  . .
On the other hand,
x9 q ty9 x0 q ty0 tx9 y y9 tx0 y y0
2E s A , q t A ,
2 2 2 2 /  /’ ’ ’ ’1 q t 1 q t 1 q t 1 q t
s A x9 q ty9, x0 q ty0 q t 2A tx9 y y9, tx0 y y0 .  .
1
2 4 2s A x9, x0 q t A y9, y0 q t A x9, x0 q t A y9, y0 .  .  .  .2t q 1
t 4 q 1 2 t 2
s A x9, x0 q A y9, y0 . .  .2 2t q 1 t q 1
 .  .One obtains A x9, x0 s A y9, y0 and so
A x9, y9 s A x9, x0 q A x0 , y9 .  .  .
s A x0 , y9 q A y9, y0 s A x0 , y0 . .  .  .
But this means that the Birkhoff orthogonality implies the area orthogo-
 A .nality x H y and this is a known characterization of the inner product
 w x w x.spaces of dimension G 2 see 1 or 3, Proposition 10.5, p. 82 .
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